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PROBABILITY DENSITIES AND CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
IN STATISTICAL MECHANICS

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Consider a mechanical system consisting of a variable number

of indistinguishable particles in a phase space X. In statistical

mechanics the instantaneous state of the system - the number of

particles present and their locations in X - is treated as a sto-

chastic variable. Various methods may be used for the mathemati-

cal representation of this "statistical state", including:

The statistical state may be regarded as a probability

measure on the union of direct powers of the measurable space X,

where the nth direct power represents the event that n particles

are present in X.

If this probability measure is absolutely continuous with

respect to Lebesgue measure on each direct power, then it may be

represented by a family of probability densities w (x1 , ,xn),n

with the following "physical interpretation" : If dxdxn are
all elements of phase volume at the points x1, ,xn, then

wn(x1, )dx1
dx is the probability that there are exactly

n particles present, one in each of dx ,dxn.
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In many cases the "correlation functions" pn(x1, - - - ,xn)

may be used instead of the probability densities. Here

pn(xl, - ,xn)dx, dxn is the probability that there is a particle

in each of dx - ,dxn, without regard to the number and loca-

tion of other particles present. These functions are given in terms

of the densities by

pn(x1, ) = wn(x1,- ,xn)

CO

+ w (x ,xn, , )d
In! m n

m1

The "zero-density correlation functions" ,n(x1,

are more simply related to the probability densities by

lin(x1, ) = w (x , )/w
n n 1 n 0

where w0 is the probability that no particles are present. Then

in(xl, ,xn)dx, is the conditional probability that there

is a particle in each of dxl, ,dxn, under the condition that no

other particles are present.

The Ursell functions un(x1, were originally

defined in terms of the zero-density functions by the scheme



1(xl) = u1(x1)

12(x1, x2) = u2(x1, x ) + u1(x1) u1 (x2)

113(x,, x2, x3) = u3(x1, x2, x3) + u2(x1, x2) u1 (x3)

+ u2(x1, x3) u1(x2) + u2(x2, x3) ui (xi )

+ u (xi) u1(x2) u1 (x3)

Although these functions do not have as direct a physical interpreta-

tion as the others listed above, they play an important role in

deriving virial expansions.

These various representations and the relationships between

them have been discussed by many authors, including M. S. Green

[3 ], J. Schwartz, [ 81, and D. Ruelle [61.

The first object of this dissertation is to develop a unified

theory of the above representations, within the framework of expo-

nential spaces. The exponential construction for measure spaces

was introduced by D. S. Carter [ 1] for the purpose of simplifying

the mathematical notation and techniques of statistical mechanics.

The method is to regard the statistical state as a probability meas-

ure on the exponential space
Xw

(see § 3. 1). The probability

density is then a function w belonging to the space 11 (X() of



cl.)-integrable functions, where is the exponential of Lebesgue

measure . By introducing a special subspace of 1,1(Xco),

we obtain, in § 3. 2, a systematic theory of probability densities and

correlation functions w, p cIL, which are related by a pair of

mutually inverse integral operators T, U of the form

p(x) =Tw(x) = w(xy)dco(y)

w(x) = Up (x) = (-1)1(Y)p(xy)c163(y)

where I (y) denotes the length of the unordered sequence y.

The Ursell functions are introduced by means of a functional calcu-

lus on the algebra of complex-valued functions defined on
Xco,

similar to the functional calculus suggested by Schwartz [ 8].

Multiplication in this algebra corresponds to the star product used

by Schwartz [ 8] and Ruelle [ 7]. The Ursell transformations of

p and w, given by

= log p, u. = log w

or

p = exp , w = exp u

are considered in §3. 4, where it is shown that if either or

u belongs to the space it then all four functions w, p, r, u
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belong to 'IL , and the relations t = Tu, u = U" hold for u,

as well as for w, p. Compatibility conditions on the density func-

tions,

w(y) = wx(yz)dko(z) a. e.

Y)o.)

which hold when Y is a subset of X, and the corresponding

extension property for correlation functions,

a. e. on Yco

are discussed in § 3. 2.

The second objective of this dissertation is to study repre-

sentations of states of an infinite system. Since infinitely many

particles may be present, the state can no longer be regarded as a

probability measure on X. Carter and Prenter [ 2] have shown

that if {Xn} is a suitable increasing sequence of subregions with

limit X, such that each Xn
contains only finitely many parti-

cles, then the state can be treated as a sequence of compatible

probability measures on the (Xn) If these measures are abso-

lutely continuous, with densities W belonging to , then the

corresponding correlation functions pn have a common extension

p to
Xo.)

the correlation function of the infinite system. In



practice, however, the family wn and correlation function p

are usually unknown; the state is determined instead by the zero-

density correlation function

wn(0)

6

For the equilibrium case, in particular, Ti has the familiar form

= e

where p , T are constants and H is the system Hamiltonian.

Ruelle [6 1 has shown, for a class of sufficiently dilute gases in

equilibrium, that the correlation function for the infinite gas may be

obtained as the limit of correlation functions for finite gases occupy-

ing X. In Chapter 4 we introduce a class )4 of functions

which includes Ruelle's functions as a subclass, and establish limit

theorems for )4 connecting 1, p and wn, for both pointwise

and convergence.



CHAPTER 2

SOME MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES

2.1 Exponential of a Set

The exponential construction for a measure space was devel-

oped by D. S. Carter [1] to provide natural sample spaces for prob-

lems in statistical mechanics involving variably many identical par-

ticles. In this section we shall describe the exponential construction

for sets, leaving the discussion of exponential measures to §2. 6.

Following Carter, we identify each nonnegative integer with its set

of predecessors;

, {0}= 1, {0,1} = 2, - ,n-1} = n

The set of all such integers is w = {0,1, 2, } . For each new,

X is the nth direct power of X (the set of all functions on

into X ). When n = 0, X is the singleton set {0}= {0} .

The union of X for all new is denoted by X . Thus X
(A)

consists of all ordered sequences of finite length in X. A binary

operation of concatenation is defined on
Xw

in the following way:

If x,y are ordered sequences of length m,n, respectively, then

their concatenation xy is the sequence of length m+n, defined

by

7



x y(i) = x(i) if i cm

x y(m+i) = y(i) if i n

This operator is associative but not commutative, and has 0 as

identity; 0 x x 0 = x .

Unordered sequences in X are defined by introducing an

equivalence relation in X. as follows : Two ordered sequences
to

x,y are equivalent if they have the same length and one is a re-

arrangement of the other. The equivalence classes are called

unordered sequences in X. Each unordered sequence has a length,

equal to the common length of its members. The set of all unordered

sequences in X is denoted by
Xco

(or exp X) and is called the

exponential of X for reasons that are explained below.

The mapping p, which associates with each ordered se-

quence x its equivalence class p(x), is called the natural pro-

jection of X
o.)

onto Xco. This mapping can be used to induce a

concatenation operation on Xco as follows: If x = p(u) and

Y = 13( ), then the concatenation xy is given by

xy = p(u.v)

This operation is associative, commutative and has 0 as identity.

By means of the concatenation operation, each unordered

sequence x of length n> 0 can be written as a "product"

8



x xxx01 n-1

where the factorsx0xl ,x
1

are elements of X. By col-
n-

lecting equal factors, this product can also be written in the form

r0 rl rm- 1x = t t
0

t
1

-
1

where are the distinct factors of x, and
m- 10'r r0' na-1 are the corresponding multiplicities. In order to

9

include the case n 0, one introduces the notational conventions

X
0X1 1

=0 if n0

and for all tX,

tr = 0 if r = 0

We shall denote the multiplicity of each factor t of x by r(x, t),

and define r(x,t) = 0, if t is not a factor of x. Notice that

r(xy, t) = r(x, t) + r(y, t)

for all x, y E Xco.

The concatenation operation is also used to define a symmetric

product on the class of subsets of X0). If A, B C Xco, then the

symmetric product AB is the set



AB = {xy:xeA, yeB}

A basic property of the concatenation operation is given by the

following "unique factorization theorem" (see [1, Theorem 2. 31).

2. 1. 1 Theorem Let Y, Z be a disjoint pair of subsets of

X, and let A, B be subsets of Y, Z, respectively. Then each
o.)

element x EAB is uniquely expressible as a concatenation x=ab,

where a A and b B.

A second basic property, which explains why X called the

exponential of X, is given by the next theorem (which is a weakened

version of the "little exponential law" , 1, Theorem 2. 11).

2. 1. 2 Theorem Let Y, Z be a pair of subsets of X.

Then Y Z = (Y + Z)0.1 ; or in exponential notation
o.)

(exp Y) (exp Z) exp (X + Y)

A combination of the last two results yields the exponential law

(see [ 1, Theorem 2. 4]).

2. 1. 3 Theorem Let Y, Z be two disjoint subsets of a set

X. Then the direct product (exp Y) X (exp Z) is equivalent to

exp (Y + Z) under concatenation.

10

The value of the exponential law lies in the factthat if X is



partitioned into two or more disjoint parts, then the sample space

X into the product of sample spaces for the individual

parts. As we shall see in § 2. 6, the exponential law holds also for

measure spaces; this ensures that the standard theory of direct

product measures applies.

2.2 The Algebra 0,.(Xco)

Let a(X) be the family of all complex-valued functions

defined on X. Then Q(X) is a linear space under pointwise

addition and multiplication by a complex number. We will show that

a(Xco)
is an algebra under a "star product" , corresponding to a

similar product used by Ruelle [7] and Schwartz [ 8] . In order to

define this product, we first introduce the partitions of an unordered

sequence and their indices.

2.2.1 Definition Let x belong to Xco, and n be a positive

integer. An n-partition of x is an n-tu.ple of unordered sequences

(x0' ,x1) such that x x0x1 xn-1.

n-partitions of x will be denoted by P ( ).

The index of an unordered sequence

r r
0 1 rm- 1x= t t

0 1 m- 1

is

The set of all

11



product

(2. 2. 2)

.71

I(x) = r0! r1! r1.

and the index of an n-partition (xo, x) of x is

I (x ,x ) -
0 n-1 I

Mx].) I(xn- 1)

Now let c4i and i4i belong to wx.). Then the star

is defined on X by the equation
co

(1),.1/44,(x) = ( (x ,x1 )4)(x0 )1.P(x

(f(x0" S)

P (x) )

gx)
I(xn- 1

f) (x0' 1) (x0' c S)

12

The notation for star products is simplified by introducing a special

symbol . If S is a set of partitions of an unordered sequence

x, then

(f (x0 xn- 1) (x0' xn- 1) c S)

will denote the corresponding sum in which each term is multiplied

by the index of the partition (xo, - ,xn_1). That is,



In this notation we have

4)*Lp(x) = (4)(xo)t.P(x1) (xo, P2( ) )

This product is clearly commutative, distributive over addition,

and homogeneous in the sense that

(4)*LP) = = 4)* (c 4))

To show that it is associative, we observe that

((4) * c1)1)* 4)2)(x) = ( I(y)I(x2) (14)0 *(1)1)(Y)4)2(x2) (y, x2) c P ( ) )

I(x)

V I(x) I(y)
cl) )L I(y)I(x2) I(x )I(x ) 0(x 0)4 1(x 1):(x 0'

x
0 1

): (y, x2) e 132(x) )

I(x)
x0)'P 1)4)2 ): (.10,xvx)I(xl)I(x2

13

for some ye X that (y,x2)eP2(x) )

A similar expansion yields the same expression for (c1:0* (44)1*c2))(x).
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The general formula for products of more than two functions is given

by Theorem 2. 2. 4 below.

The above facts imply that 0,(X6)) is a commutative algebra.

In addition, this algebra has a multiplicative identity 1* given by

1 if x = 0[

if x 0

The next theorem states that there are no zero divisors, which

implies that the multiplicative identity is unique. Thus (1(X) is

a domain of integrity with unit 1*.

2. 2. 3 Theorem For al/ qa, ,C),(Xw), *ii = 0 if and only if

13. = 0 or 4r = O.

Proof: Clearly 414cI4i = 0 if .4) = 0 or = 0. Suppose

(1)*Lli = 0 and (I) 0, t4i 0. Let a = min {I (x) : (1)(x) 0} and

13 = min If (x):4) (x) al . It is false that a = 0 or p = o. For

example, if a = 0 we have for some x, with I (x) = p ,

0 = 4)*1.1,(x) = 4)(0)41(x) 0

Moreover, the class P of ordered pairs (x, y) such that I (x) = a,

(y) = p and 4(x)4i(y) 0 is not empty. We will see that this

leads to a contradiction.



For each (x, y) cp , we write xy as

r ro
n- 1

0 1

where t t are distinct factors. Since a, p are greater
0 n-1

than zero, we have n> 1. Now choose a pair (x, y) such that

n has minimum value. Let 1- be the class of unordered sequences

z whose terms are a subset of It0' ,tn-1} . By fixing the order

of t n- we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between the

members of 1- and the vectors s = (s0 , sn- 1)
such that

s
0 n- 1z = t0 tn.-1 Arranging the vectors s in lexicographic

order, we induce a corresponding order on 9'

Now let be the subset of p consisting of all ordered
0

pairs (u, v) p such that u.v £ r9f . Replace (x, y) by some

member (x' ,y' )c po such that x'y' is minimal in the above

lexicographic order. Clearly, pP (x'y') is a subset of P0.0'

Hence we can write

(4)* LP )(x' = (c0(u)t1.i(v) : (u, v PO' u, v2(x'y') )

We will show in fact that this sum has just one term, with

(u, v) = (x' ,y'); whence we arrive at the contradiction

0 (13(x' )44Y1 ) = ektqx' y' ) = 0

15



Since (1)(x' ), 4)(u),Lii(y1),111(v) are all different from zero,

we have cp(x )4J(v) 0 and 43(0140' ) 0; hence (x' ,v) and

(u,y' ) both belong to P . Moreover they both belong to Po

since x' , v, u, and y' all involve the terms t0, .
0 n-1

Now let x' , y' , x' y' , u, v correspond to vectors p., v, X, if, T,

respectively. Since uv = x' y' , we have

if+ T = p. + v =X

Furthermore, x' v and uy' correspond to the vectors p. +T

and 0-+v , respectively. Since x' y' is minimal, we have

1i+T>X. and + v >X

whence

2X = (0- + T) + (p. +v ) =(IL + T ) + (0- +v) > 2X

and equality holds. It follows that CT = p., T = v , or u

v = y' .

2. 2.4 Theorem Let (43.0, 4)1, k > 1, be a finite

sequence of functions in a(Xco). Then

(%* 1)(x) ((x0) 1(xk- 1): (x0' xk-l)cipk(x))

16

Proof: Clearly the result holds for the cases k = 1 and 2.



Suppose it holds for k = n > 2. Then for k = n+1, we have

(s'o 4)n)(x) = ((4)0 * 1) * 4)n)(x)

V I(u)
L I(u)I(v)L I(u) - I(u)O0 4)n-1(11n- 1):

(u- , un- e Pn(u) ) )4)n(v) : (u, v P 2(x) )

(u (u) for some uc X such that0" -1 n

(u, v) c P2 (x) )

(x0 )c
Pn+ 1

(x) )n

I(x)

which completes the inductive proof.

The nth power of an element (I) under the star operation
0 *will be denoted simply by cbn. For n = 0, we define cl) = 1 .

I(u )I(v)4) (u0) 1 (un- 1)4)n(v):
n- 1

I(x) (x ) 4)n(xn):I(xn) 0 °

(I)n(xn) (x0, xn Pn+ 1
(x) )

17



To discuss multiplicative inverses, consider the class

=wx.):4)(0) 0}

A function 4c a(c(I)) has an inverse only if (I)c 01 for the

equation (1)*Lp = 1* implies cl)(0)4,(0) = 1. Moreover each

member of al has a unique inverse, since the equation

(4114(x) = 1*(x) can be solved by recursion for Lli(x), with

increasing values of I (x). An exact formula for the multiplica-

tive inverse is given by equation 2. 4. 4 below.

The complement of

ao = .4) cwx.):4)(0) = 0}

is clearly closed under multiplication by arbitrary elements of

WX(0), and therefore is an ideal in
0-(X(A)).

It is a maximal ideal

in the sense that the only larger ideal is (1(X ). For if (6 is

any larger ideal, then (e). contains some element 4) c Hence

1* = cf)* 4)-1 belongs to , so that for all (In 01,(X), (I) *

belongs to

Another interesting property of is given by

2. 2. 5 Theorem Let cp c CJ. If n> I (x), then

i)n(x)

18
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Proof: This follows from Theorem 2. 2.4 and the fact that if

(xo, - ,xn-1)E P(x) and n> I (x) then x. = 0 for some

= 0,1,-- ,n-1.
00

For this reason, arbitrary infinite power series
c11.4)11

n=0

are easily defined for members of a, by the equation
0

(2. 2. 6)

oto /(x)
( cn4)n)(x) =

n=0 n=0

2. 2. 7 Definition An n-partition (xo, - xn_i) of an

unordered sequence x is proper if x. 0 for all in. The

class of all proper n-partitions of x will be denoted by Qn(x). Fur-

thermore, Q(x) will denote the class of proper n-partitions of

for all n = 1, 2, . That is,

Q(x) = Qn(x) : 0 <n < 1(x) )

By Theorem 2. 2. 4 and the above definition, equation 2. 2. 6

is equivalent to



(2. 2. 8)

oo

c)(0) = co
n=0

co

cne)(x) =

n=0

(41* (1)2) ° P(x0'

if

We conclude this section by establishing the relationship

between the star product and that used by Schwartz [ 8] .

2. 2. 9 Theorem Let p be the natural projection from
Xo.)

onto X, andbe members of O(x.). Then for each
4)1' 4)2

(xx ) c Xco ,0 " n- 1

4)(x.k... 1): (xo, ,xic_i! Q(x) )

1 1
0 k-1

20

4)2 °P(xik * xin- 1)

where the sum is taken over all the permutations
' in-1) of

(0, n-1) and all k, 0 < k < n. .

Proof: The result clearly holds for n = 0 and n = 1.

When n> 1, choose any k, 0 < k < n, and consider the
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mapping
(i k- 1' n-1)0 (i- in-1 i of the set of

permutations of (0, 1, - ,n-1) onto the set of 2-partitions of the

unordered sequence 0 1 (n-1). Two permutations which map

into the same 2-partition clearly yield the same value of

p(xi , xi
)4)2

p(x. , )

k in- 1
Moreover, exactly

0 k- 1
k! (n-k)! permutations map into a given 2-partition. Hence the right

member of the above equation is equal to

1 cp.i. 0 p (x.,
1

,x. )4) op(x, , - X.)
i

1k- k0 n.-1

where the sum is taken over all the 2-partitions of 0 1 (n-1

Consider next the mapping(iik
n.

) (x.. on the set- of
0 - 1 1 in-0 1

2-partitions of 01 (n-1) onto that of xoxi 1. To count

the number of 2-partitions of 0 1. (n-1) corresponding to a given

2-partition (u, v) of x = x_ xn- let to, tna_ I be the

distinct factors of x, with multiplicities r and let0' rn-1'
r' r' rlt r

0 m-1 0 m-1u = t tm-1 v = tO
1

For each j, 0< j <m-1,
0

1 {etN. = i : x. = t.} . Then a partition (i ik in_i)
3 1 j

maps into (u, v) iff for each j, exactly r.' members of N.
J 3

b 'elongto 0.0, ik 1} and r .' belong toThe
J lik' . . . ' in- 1} '

number of ways of distributing N. in this manner is equal to
3



r .!

r.' ! r . .

ferent 2-partitions. Thus the number of 2-partitions of 0 1 (n-1)

which map into (u, v) is equal to the number of ways of jointly

distributing No, m- 1' namely

Hence the above sum is equal to

1(x)
(1)1(u)4)2(v) : (u, v) P2(x) ) = (47._ *4)L I(u)I(v)i 2) 0 p(xx0" -1)

2. 3 The Operator Dx

For each xe X , we define a linear operator

D: a(X ) 0..)(X by the equation
(1) to

(Dx4))(y) = 4)(xy)

This corresponds to a similar operator used by Ruelle [7]. Notice

that

ID D =Dx y xy

and different distributions of N. correspond to dif-
J

rm- 1* 1(x)
r" I(u)I(v)m-1. m-

for all x,yc X. When x , ID is the identity. When

22



=

I(xy) r(xu, x) f
I(xu)I(v) r (xy, x)

23

(x) = 1,
Dx

is a derivation in the sense that

(2. 3. 1) Dx(04,) = Dx(1)*II, + 1:*Dx4i

Theorem 2. 3. 3 below shows that D behaves like a differential

operator of order (x).

2. 3. 2 Lemma Let f be a function on X X X into a
(,)

linear space. Then for each x,yc X that (x) = 1,

(f(xu, v) + f(u, xv) : (u, v)E P2(y)) = (f(u, v): (u, v)E P2(xy) )

Proof: For each ye Xco, we have

I(y) r(xy, x) r(xu, x)(f(xu, v): (u, v)E P (y))
2 I(u)I(v) (r(xy, x) r(xu, x) f(xu' v

(u, v)e P2(y))

xu, v): (u, v)EP2(y) )

I(xy) r(ut ,

= u9I(v
g

r(xy, x) u', v'): (tit, v9EP2(xy)I(1)
and x is a factor of u' )
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Since , = 0 if x is not a factor of u' , the above sum

is equal to

D clA1) )

I(xy) r(u ' ,x)
) r(xy, x) f(u' , vi ): (u'

By a similar argument, we obtain

(f(u, xv): (u, v)c P2(y)) =

The lemma now follows by combining the above sums and using the

identity

r(u, x) + r(v, x) = r(uv, x)

2.3.3 Theorem Let 4), c a(X) and x be a member of

Xco. Then

Proof: The proof is by induction on (x). Clearly the result

holds for x 0. When /(x) = 1, we have

r(v1,x)f
r(xy,

Duct)* DlIJ : (u, v)E P2(x) )

P2(xY) )

, ' ): (ut, ve)cP2(xy))

((Dx4)*41) + (4) *Dx0)(Y)= (4)(xu)4, (v) + 4)(04J (xv): (u, v)c P2(y) )



Applying Lemma 2. 3. 2 with f(u, v) = 4)(u)4, (v), we have

(4)(xu)40) + (1)(u)(xv): (u, v)c P 2(Y) = (4)(u)41(v): (u, v)c P (xy))

which is equal to (Dx(4)*44)(y). Now suppose the result holds for

= k> 1. When 1(x) = k+1, we write x = yz where

= 1 and /(z) = k. Then

Dx(4)*4J) Dy(Dz(e44) = D

(D 4)*D q.) + D 43.4cD (u, v)c P (z) )yu v u yv

Again using Lemma 2. 3. 2 with f(u, v) = Dul)*Dv4,, we have

Dx($.*LIJ) = (Du4)*Dv4., : (u, v) c P2(x) )

By analogy with the theory of ordinary differential equations,

we have

2. 3. 4 Theorem Let LpEax . Then for all xc X, the

pair of equations

Dx4.) = 4)*Lp

4)(0) = 0

(Ducti*Dv4J: (u, v)c P2(z) ) )

25



has the unique solution 4) = 0.

Proof: This follows by solving the equation

(I)(xY) = (014))(y)

recursively for 4)(xy) with increasing values of (y).

2. 4 The Operational Calculus

In this section we will set up an operational calculus for

0,(X63), which is suggested by the standard operational calculus

for Banach spaces (see Taylor [ 9, § 5. 61). In the latter case, if

T is a bounded linear operator, then F(T) is defined for all

locally analytic functions F whose domains contain the spectrum

of T (A locally analytic function is a function whose domain is

open and which is differentiable at each point of its domain). In

our case, the spectrum of an element 4)ECUXd
is defined to be the

c

set of all complex numbers z such that 4)-z 1* has no inverse.

Since 4)-z 1* has no inverse iff it belongs to aor the spectrum

of 4) consists of the single point 4)(0). If F is a locally analytic

function such that 4)(0)e dom F, we define F(4)) by using the

Taylor's series expansion of F about 4(0). That is,

26

(2. 4. 1) F(4)) = a (4)-4(0)1 *)n



where an = F(n)(4)(0))/n.: . Since 4)-4(0)1* belongs to (1

this infinite series is defined in the sense of equation 2. 2. 6. Also,

by equation 2. 2. 8 we have

F(c1))(0) = F(0)(0) )

(2.4.2)

F(c0)(x) = n4)(x0) (xn_1): (x0, ,xn_1)E Q(x))

27

if x 0

Consider the class of all locally analytic functions whose

domains contain 4)(0). Two such functions F,G are equivalent

relative to 4) if F(z) = G( z) on some neighborhood of 4)(0).

The set of equivalence classes of such functions forms a commutative

algebra with multiplicative identity, where the algebraic operations

are defined in the obvious way by using representative functions.

We shall denote this algebra by
co*

2. 4. 3 Theorem For each (i)c 0,1X0)), the mapping F F(4))

given by equation 2.4.1 determines a homomorphism of the algebra

into CL(X(0). That is, the correspondence is linear and

preserves multiplication in the sense that

(FG)(4)) = F() G(4))

Moreover it maps the constant function F(z) = 1 into 1*, and the



identity function F(z) = z into 4).

Proof: It is clear that the mapping F F(43) is linear.

To show that it preserves multiplication, let F( z), G(z) be two

members of as. with expansions

00

F(z) = am(z -4)(0))ni

m=0

CO

G(z) = bn(z -4(0))n

n=

The expansion of the product F(z)G(z) = (FG)(z) about 4(0) is

given by

00 1

(FG)(z) = bi _1( )(z -(1)(0))1

1 = 0 k=0

Clearly, (F(4))*G(4)))(0) = (FG())(0) since both members equal

a0 b0 When 1 (x) > 0, we have

I(x)
(F(1))*GM)(x) = F(.4))(u)G(.4))(v): (u, v)c P2(x) )I(u)I(v)

Separating out the terms with u = 0 and v = 0 and expanding

F()(u), G()v), we obtain for this sum

28



+b

write this as

I(v)

u, v) Q2(x) )

The last term can be rewritten as

I(x)
I(u

a b 4:1)(u °I(u )I(v I(vn-1) m n 0n-1 0

, Yjz Q(x) )

I(x)
a 4)(Y0) -1) 1) Q(x) )

+ 1(IuI( ( I(u
I(u)

I(u
1

) am4)(11 ) (1)(11 -I):
I(x)

()v) m-

/ Urn_i) ) ) )

)- )
b4(v0)

1
): (v0 , v

1
) Q(v))):n- n-

n-1

)E Q( )egv0). _1): (uo, c Q(u)'
)E

some u, v E X(L) such that (u, v) Q2(x) )

Collecting terms corresponding to the same partition in Q(x), we

(u )

29
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I(x)
)- alb/ _k )400) 40(Y/ _1): (Yo, , _1)-1-10

E Q(x), >2)

Combining it with the first two terms above, we have

ablk)(yO). 4)(Y1 1) (Y0, _1) C Q(X) )

k=0

which is equal to UFG)())(x).

The rest of the theorem follows immediately from the definition

of F().

As a consequence of Theorem 2. 4. 3 and equation 2.4. 2, 4)-1

1is equal to F(4)) where F is the reciprocal function, F(z)

That is,

(2. 4. 4)

1-1

k=1

(-1)k

(0)k+1
(1)(X0 )' '

14)(Xk- 1
): (X

' Xk- 1 )E Q(x))
(1)

if x 0
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In the foregoing discussion, we focused our attention on a

particular function 4 apv. Now we shall reverse this point

of view and consider the mapping 43 F(4)) for a fixed locally

analytic function F. More precisely, for each such function F,

let OF be the class of all members 4)c a(Xto) such that

4)(0)e dom F. Then the mapping 4) F() is a function on (OF

into a(x). For purposes of the following theorem, we shall

denote this function by F

2, 4. 5 Theorem The mapping F F* defined above

preserves functional composition in the sense that for all locally

analytic functions F, G,

(F o G)*= F*0 G*

That is, (F o G)(4)) is defined iff F(G(4))) is defined, in which

case (F o G)(0) = F(G(0)).

Proof: To show that (F. G)(4)) is defined iff F(G(4))) is

defined, note that the following conditions are equivalent:

(F G)() is defined

dom (F

4)(0)c dom G and G(0(0)) c dom F

F(G(4))) is defined
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Now suppose (1)(0) E dom (F 0G) and G(z),F(z) have the following

expansions about 4)(0), G(4(0)), respectively.

oo

G(z) = G(4(0)) + dn(z-4)(0))1'

n=1

oo

ydrF(z)

(z -G(4)(0) ) )n

n=0

Then the expansion of Fo G)(z) about (1)(0) is given by

(F 0 G)(z) = qn(z -4)(0))n

n=0

where qo = co and for n> 0,

qn =
k=1

d. : j
Jk 1

Since for each i, 1 < i < k, G()(ui) is equal to

= n, all jis > 1 )

It is easy to verify that F(G(4)))(0) = ((Fa G)(0)(0) = co. Suppose

x0. We have

I(x)F(G(4)))(x) = I(u) vu ckG(4))(ud G(4))(uk): (ui, ,uk)eQ(x) )
1 ki



gui)
guii). guii) c13

I(x)
) 1(xn)

k= 1

the above sum can be written as

1(x) ck

4)(u..): (u.1, ,u..)e Q( ,) )
3.3

d.
gu 1 1). gulj 1). guk1) ukjk)

(1)(411) )* 4)(uk 4)(ukj )

(u11' ji)EQ(111)'.. ukik)cQ(uk for

some uk e )(co such that (u1, uk) Q( )

Collecting terms corresponding to the same partition

in Q(x), we obtain

/(d. : j +
1

4:1)(xi) (1)(xn): (xi, )

which is equal to (F.G)(0(

The operator Dx of 2. 3 acts as a differential operator on

F(4)), in the sense of
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1 , ukjk)

n, all j's >1) )



Z. 4. 6 Theorem Let x be a member of
Xco

such that

I (x) = 1, and let F be a locally analytic function with derivative

F' . Then for each 4)C OF,

DxF(cl)) = F' (4))*Dx4)

Proof: Let F have the expansion

Co

F(z) = bn(z --4(0))11

n=0

00

F(c0) = bn(4-.1)(0)1*
)11

n=0

00

F' = n+ 1)bn+ 1(-4(0) 1 * )n

n=0

It is easy to show that

(F' (I))* Dx4))(0) = (DxF(1)))(0) = b14)(x)

When y 0, we have

(F' (4))*Dx4))(y) = (F'((la)(u)Dx.4)(v): (u, v) E P2(y))

34

Then

and
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Separating out the term with u = 0 and expanding F' (0( ), we

obtain

V
F1(4:1))(0)P(xY) + I(y)Z,I(u)I(v)

F'((1))(0)(1)(xy) +

F1(4))(0)4)(xy) +

" uk- 1)e Q( )))Dx4(v): v P (Y), u 0)

With uk = xv, this becomes

r(u , x)I(xy)

k-1)I(uk ) r(xy, x) (k+
1)bk+ 1(1)(u

(u0' ,u )e Q(xy), x is a factor of uk'k

and k > 1 )

Since r(uk,x) = 0 if x is not a factor of Uk, the above sum

is equal to

I(u)
)- guk_

r(uk,x)I(xy) (k+l)b cgu )I(u r(xy, x) k+ 1 0
0 k

(k+ )bk+ 14(110). (1)(Lik_ 1):

By the symmetry of this sum, it can be expressed as

( 1:

(uo Q(xY
and k > 1 )



F' 4)(0)4)(xy) +

blol)(xy) +

by

2. 5 The Exponential Mapping

A useful mapping in the study of statistical mechanics is given

(r u., x)
I(xy)
I(u.) I(uk) r(xy, x) bk+ 143.(u0)- ' 4)(uk):

(u0," uk) Q(xy), k> 1, j = 0, 1, 2, - , k)

Using the identity r(u0' x) + r(u , x) = r(xy, x), and the fact

that F' ()M = b1, we finally have

I(xy)
) I(uk) bk+ 1+(110)... +NO' NO' Q(XY)'

k> 1)

b.(I)(u )- - 4(u.): (u0 ,u. ) E Q(XY)) F(4y)
J 3-1 3-1

exp

Since exp is an entire function, this mapping is defined on

a(Xco), and has range (see equation 2. 5. 5). Using equation

2. 4. 2, we have
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(2. 5. 1)

(exp O(0) e4:1)(0)

ec1:1k!

(0)
(exp cl))(x) = ( cl)(x0k). 1)(x. ): (x0 , , x. )e Q(x) )

if x 0

Alternatively, exp (4) may be defined as the unique solution

of the pair of equations

Dxg, = *Dx4)

4J(0) = e43(°)

where (x) = 1. This follows in view of Theorem 2. 3. 4 and 2. 4. 6.

The addition formula

(2. 5. 2) exp (ch. + (1)2) exp 4)i* exp 412

is easily established using this characterization of exp (0.

A generalization of

Dx (exp cic.) = exp *Dxcl)

is given by

2. 5. 3 Theorem Let x be a member of Xco such that

37



f( ) > 1. Then

Dx
(exp 4)) =

Proof: We have seen that this holds for 1(x) = 1. Suppose

it holds for I (x) = k > 1. When I (x) = k+1, we write x yz

where 1(y) = 1 and f (z) = k. By Theorem 2.3.3, we have

Dx(exp
4)) = D (D (exp 4))) = D (exp *D 4))

z y

(Du(exp
4)) * D 4): (u, v) c P2(z))

vy

Separating out the term with u = 0 and using the induction hypothe-

sis, we obtain

( exp 4)*D (1) * 4): (x ,

xk-1

I(z) I(u) 1
exp 4)*Dx4) + I(u)I(v) I(u0) I(uk_i) k!

D 4)*D 4): (u0 , uk_ Q(u),
vy

uk- 1

(u, v) c P2(z), u 0 )

Setting uk = vy, writing

I(z) I(yz ) r (yv, y) I(x) (uk, Y)

I(v) I(yv) r(yz, y) guk) r(x, y)

38

exp 4:1)*D 4)*.
uo



for the above sum

1( I(uo )- I(uk

Q(x), k > 1)

By the symmetry of this sum and the identity

r(u0 , y) + + r(u , y) = r(x, y), this becomes

( (k+1) exp 4)*D 4)* D: (u0, u )E Q(x), k> 1
1 ! u

0

The induction step is completed by combining this with the term

exp 4 *Dx4) and replacing k by k' =

Let log z be an arbitrary branch of the logarithm, defined

on the complex plane with the exception of a branch cut from 0 to

The function 4 log 4) is defined for all 4)6 such that

(0) does not lie on the branch cut. By using equation 2.4. 2, we

have

(log 4;1)(0) = log 4)(0)

(2. 5. 4)

(log 4))(x) =

1 exp 4) *Du .4)*-
Duk4):

(uo,
k!

0

* k- 1
(-1)

k 4)(0)k
4)(3(0). 4)(xk- 1): (x01 xk- 1)E

Q(x) ) if x4 0

39
and noting that , y) = 0 if y is not a factor of uk, we obtain
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Notice that the value of (log 4))(x) is independent of the branch of

log z if x 0. It follows from Theorem 2.4. 5 that

(2. 5. 5) exp (log 4)) =

Moreover, for each 4).c0(X ) there is a branch of log z such
())

that

(2.5.6) log e

In particular, this holds if 4)(0) is positive and log z is the

principal branch. This, together with equation 2. 5. 2, yields the

addition formula

(2, 5. 7) log (4) * .4)2) = log (1)i + log .4)2

for the principal branch of log z, when .4)1(0), (1)2(0) are both

positive. Finally, from Theorem 2. 4. 6 we have

-(2. 5. 8)
Dx log 4) =

1
*Dx4) if .2 (x) = 1

2. 6 Exponential of a Measure Space

We now return to the discussion, started in §2. 1, on the

exponential construction for measure spaces. In Carter's terminol-

ogy, a measurable space is a algebra I of subsets of a given
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set X, and a measure space is a 07-finite measure t on such

a (T-algebra X. Although the measurable space is usually denoted

by (X,1), and the measure space by (X,a_,), it is more con-

venient for purposes of calculation to represent them by X and

alone. Notice that X is determined by j as its maximal element

with respect to inclusion, X = max while X is determined as

the domain of = dom

The subspaces of a measurable space X are the Cr-algebras

induced on its individual members; to each Ac j there corresponds

a subspace 11A given by

{A r'N E:Eci}

and satisfying

A = max 11A

A subspace of the measure space is the restriction a = IA(

of the set function t to a subspace be of 1. This is a meas-

ure space, with dom a = A. The subspaces A =1.1A of 1,
and also the subspaces a = A of , are thus in one-to-one

correspondence with the measurable sets A El. Therefore all

relations and operations for measurable sets carry over to cor-

responding relations for subspaces. Thus two subspaces A- =1.IA,



(E) =

-nA: An c for each n}

00

n=0

'(E (, n
)
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B of I or a=tIN,1 =tiB of t are disjoint

if the corresponding sets A, B are disjoint. The measure-theoretic

union of two subspaces is defined by

+ 6 =ikA+B)

a + 3= titi +e))

Countable unions are defined similarly.

For each positive integer n, let -11n be the nth direct power

of I, and t.n bethe nth direct power of t. When n= 0,

X..° = {93, {0}} and g- ° is the measure defined on a: ° by

t (OD = 1: The '"theasur e -theoretic union" of direct powers of

00

is a 0"-finite measure. The natural projection p: X0) X03 is used

to transfer the measure structure fromXco to X in the following

-I -

way: A subset E of X63 is measurable if p le Ito The

is a 0"-algebra of subsets of X co. The set function defined on

-)Cto by



family of all measurable subsets in X a 0-algebra, called

the exponential of X denoted by Ica (or expi). The set func-

tion . (or exp defined on I

.(E) = (p- E )

is a 0"-finite measure, called the exponential of t

Some of Carter's principal results regarding the exponential

space, which are of interest to us, are summarized in the

following list of propositions.

2. 6. 1 Theorem For each nonnegative integer n, let

Xn = p[ X = lo3) Xn, and = Then

fp-1[E] :E

and for each A e

(see [ 1, Theorem 3.12 and 4. 51).

2. 6.2 Theorem Let A be any member of j, and let

Ar =11A, a = OA be the corresponding subspaces of 1_ and

. Then
Ao.)

is a member of jo,), and the corresponding sub-

space X IA coincides with the exponential space
Act»CO Ca)

All
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Moreover, the subspace Ac
0.) co

Theorem 3. 8 and 4. 61).

2. 6.3 Theorem The measurable space Xco is closed under

the symmetric product (see § 2. 1), and for all A, B cX, we have

(,,,)(AB) < Cs.)(A) co(B)

(see [ 1, Theorem 4. 7] ).

Z. 6.4 Theorem Let a, p be a disjoint pair of subspaces

of . Then the concatenation function (x, y) xy is an iso-

morphism of the product space (exp a) X (exp (3) onto exp (a + (3)

(see [ 1, Theorem 4. 9] ).

In the next theorem, a function f on X is symmetric if

f(xo, xn_ 1) = f(yo, yn- 1) when (x 0' 'xn-1) is a rear-

rangement of (y0, y) A function on
Xto

is symmetric if

its restriction to each X. n is symmetric.

2. 6. 5 Theorem The correspondence cl) 4),bl) is one-to-

one between

(1) a(xo, and the class of all symmetric complex-valued

functions on Xco .

coincides with a [ 1,

44
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The class of all -measurable functions and the class of

all symmetric X_ -measurable functions.

The class of all -integrablefunctions and the class of all

symmetric -integrable functions. Furthermore,
o.)

oo

cpd = cl)t k
X k

d

k=0 X

(2. 6. 6)
CO

(4)0p)dgco =
-k(4)°P)d

Xo.) k=0 X

(see [ , Theorem 6. 1] ) .

2. 6. 7 Theorem Let a = I CCIA , 13 = I ()LIB) be a dis-

joint pair of subspaces of , and -y = a + 3. Then for every

yco-integrable function (1),

,,(z)dyco(z) = (1)(xy)da (x)df3 (y)
(A+B) A B

co to

CO CO

or equivalently,

(2. 6.8) ,(z)dL(z) =
(A+B)co

(see [1, Theorem 6.21 ).

k

(1)(X)r)do)(X)d (y)



Finally, we extend the notion of the section of a set, as

discussed in measure theory.

Z. 6. 9 Definition For each E c X(,) and each xc Xco, we

define the "x-section" of E, as

E = . xy cE }

2. 6. 10 Theorem Let E . Then for all x c Xco, Ex

is measurable. If(E) = 0, then for almost all 'cc X
CA)

co,

(E ) = 0.
(A) x

Proof: For each integer n 0, let En = E Xn. It is

easy to show that

Ex =
n=

By taking each En separately, we see that the theorem reduces

to the following: Let n,k be nonnegative integers, and suppose

that E Then for all xc Xk, Ex is measurable. Moreover

if t n(E) = 0 then tn-k(E
u for almost all x in Xk.

Case 1. k> n

Here Ex = 0, and the result follows trivially.
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Case 2. k = 0

Here Ex = E and the result is again trivial.

Case 3. k = n

Here

if xc E

if xj E

If f.).)(E) = 0 then co(Ex) = 0 for almost all xcXn.

Case 4. 1 < k <n-1

-1Consider the set F p [E] . Let x = p(u), and

Fu denote the section {v:u v c F }. It is easily shown that

-
Fu = p1 [ E

By [4, §34, Theorem A], Fu is measurable; hence Ex is

measurable. If E has measure zero, then Cn(F) n(E) = 0,

-and by [4, §36, Theorem Al there is a null set F' C Xk such

that if uc F' then Fu has measure zero. Take

E' = p[Fi] . It follows, using [ 1, equation 2. 6 and Lemma 4.11] that

-k -1
(EI) [P[F ) 0
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Consider the class MAX ) of all X.6)-measurable functions.

Two such functions are equivalent if they are equal almost everywhere.

We denote the set of equivalence classes by M(X). Following

common practice, we shall use the same notation to denote a function

clae Til,(X) and its equivalence class. Since
co

to( {0} ) = 1, all

members of an equivalence class have the same value at 0. The

next two theorems show that the star product and functional calculus

are defined for members of M(X). Theorem 2. 7.3 shows that
C,)

is closed under the operator Dx;
however, this operator

48

If xiE1 then uiFT , and n-k(Ex) n-k
Fu = 0 .

A typical application of Theorem 2. 6. 10 is given by

2. 6.11 Theorem
If (1)1 = (1)2

a. e., then for almost all

x e Xco, D1 =D2 a. e.

Proof: Let E be a null set in
Xco

such that on its comple-

ment 4)1 Then for each xeXco, the set

D (Y) Dx(1)2(Y)} = 4)1(xY) (I) (xY)}

is contained in Ex. Thus the result follows from Theorem 2. 6. 10,

2.7 The Banach Algebra L1(X)



is not defined on
1\4(Xco)

(see Theorem 2. 6. 11).

Z. 7. I Theorem Let 4), , be members of

711(X63). Then

4)*4i belongs to in.(X

If = 4), a. e. and 41 = 41' a. e. then 4)-443 = 4)' * a. e.

Proof: The measuribility of 4)*4, follows easily from

Theorems 2. 2, 9 and 2. 6. 5. To show that 4)*4) = 4)1* 41,' a. e. ,

let E and F be null sets in Xco such that on their complements,

= 4)' and ti = , respectively. The set G = (E+F)Xcia has

measure zero. This follows from Theorem 2. 6. 3 and the fact that

is a 0-finite measure. Thus for all xIG, we have

((j)*LIJ)(x) = (4,'* 4,' )(x). If not, then there exists (u, v) e P2(x) such

that 4)(u)4i(v) (u)4P (v). This implies that either 4,(u) (u)

or tp(v) (v). In either case x = uv belongs to G which is a

contradiction.

2. 7. 2 Theorem Let 4),V be members of Tit(X0.)), and

be a locally analytic function such that 41cF. Then

(i) F(4,) is measurable .

(ii) If 4, = 4, a. e. then V e2F and F (4)) = F(43' ) a. e.

49
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Proof: For each positive integer n, let Fn(s1)) be defined

by the equation

F(4) =

Ti

k=0

By Theorem 2.7. 1, Fn")) is measurable. Since Fn")) con-

verges pointwise to F(0, F(4)) is measurable [4, §20, Theorem

Al ).

Now suppose that 4:' = 41 a. e. Then (0) = 4(0), and we

have if.' To show that F(cfr) = F(43.3) a. e., it suffices, in view

of equation 2. 4. 1, to prove that

(.4)-4)(0)1*)n = (41-0(0)144)n a. e.

for all integers n > 1. This follows by Theorem 2.7. 1.

2. 7. 3 Theorem If (I) crafX(.0) then Dx4e1ft(X(4) for all

Proof: Let x = p(u) for some u c X. Then

(Dx4) 0 p(v) = 0 p(u v)

for all v c X. Since 40 p(u. v) is measurable as a function of

v [4, § 34, Theorem B] , it follows from Theorem 2. 6. 5 that

F(k)(4,(0)) (.1)-1)(0)1* )n
k!



Dx(I)
is jco-measurable.

Now let

let L1(X) be the corresponding set of equivalence classes. Then

L1(X0) forms a Banach space, with the usual definition of addition,

scalar multiplication, and LI-norm

ikfdl=g14)Idg,

Notice that II 1*IJ = 1 since

S11*i dgo3= kot{o})

Combining this fact with the following theorem, we see that L(X )

is a commutative Banach algebra with identity 1*.

2. 7. 4 Theorem If

4)14=4)2.
Furthermore,

(i) Sbitil*4)2 dko S 4)1 d g(0)( 2 dgc) )

I(X03)
be the set of g -integrable functions, and

03

*(1)2idg ( Si(t)lidt) S I 4$.21 dgto )
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are gco-integrable, then so is

Proof: In view of Theorem 2. 7. 1,
4)1*(1)2

is measurable.

By Theorems 2. 6. 5 and 2. 2. 9, we have



00

.4) *4,21(303=

n=

00

co

1

n:
n=0

n-k)! k! ' -1
14) evo(0x )1dgk5 124) o k'p(x )jderi--k))

n-1

n!

k
X (n-k)k=0

1 n
ni (4) *4)2) °P(x0' xn- 1) I c4

X

n!
1

n=0 Xn

1

n-k)! k 1op(x,
,

k-10

4)2 p Hagr1
in-1

where the sum is taken over all the permutationsa ,i ) ofn-1
(0, 1, ,n-1) and all k, 0 <k < n. Distributing the integral

over the sum, and summing over the permutations, we obtain
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which is equal to S 14)1Idco 51.4)2co By a similar caculation

one shows that

54)14'4)2d = )( 5c1:02d03)

2.7. 5 Theorem Let 4 be aw-integrable function, and

F(z) be a locally analytic function such that 1)(0)E dom F. Then a

sufficient condition for F(4)) to be -integrableis that the series



co

IF (n)(cb( 0))
n:

n=1

converges. In this case,

Fnw

SF()dto.) = F( $4) d)

Proof: For each positive integer n, let Fn(cp) be defined

by the equation

IcHdc '14(0)1 )11

F(k)((NO))
k: (4)-4:g0)1*)k
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k:=0

Then Fn(4) is integrable and F(4)) is the pointwise limit of

Fn(4)). Now we define LP tra(() by the equation

oo

IF (k)(4)(0» 14)-(0(0)1 * 1k

k=0

Using the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem and Theorem

2. 7. 4, we obtain



tpdgo

k=0

(k)(d)(0)) IIF((f)(0))1 + lim ( ('-.0)(0)1* I clt)k

k=1

IF (40W +

IF(k)(4)(0))
k:

,k=1

Since IF(c)f < 4i for all n > 1, the desired result follows

immediately from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.

2. 7. 6 Corollary For each --integrable function 4),

Sexpd exp ( d)

4)4(0)1* lk)dko

F(k)WO» I C k
kl 14)144) 1ci)(0)I)
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CHAPTER 3

PROBABILITY DENSITIES, CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND
URSELL FUNCTIONS

3. 1 Probability Densities and Correlation Functions on X

Consider a random experiment in which the elementary out-

comes are unordered sequences in a set X. For example, in

statistical mechanics, the experiment consists in observing the

positions and momenta of variably many indistinguishable particles.

Each observation yields an unordered sequence in "one-particle

phase space" X = RX E3, where R is a region in E3

(Euclidean 3-space). Or, if one is interested only in the positions

of the particles, without regard to their momenta, X is taken to

be the "configuration space" R. In each case the exponential set

Xc...)
provides a sample space for the experiment. If X has the

structure of a measure space, consisting of a if-finite measure

on a CF-algebra then ; provides a ff-algebra of events for

the experiment. In statistical mechanics, may be taken to be

ordinary Borel or Lebesgue measure on X.

With each experiment there will be associated a probability

measure P, which assigns to each event Ack its probability

P(A). In many problems of interest, this probability measure is
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absolutely continuous with respect to the exponential measure

In such cases, P is uniquely determined by a probability density

function w e j.1(X0)), such that for all A a
co

P(A) w

A

The probability density w has the following rough "physical

interpretation" : Let xo, be points of X, and

A0'...'An-1 be "small regions" containing xo,

respectively. Then for almost all x0 x1
the product

xi-

w(xoxi xn_)n(0,61

is approximately equal to the probability of finding exactly

particles in X, one in each of A .

As an alternative to the probability density w, the

correlation function is often used in statistical mechanics to

determine the probability measure. For each w such that the

integral

w(xy)clo)(y)

exists for almost all xeX , the correlation function is defined

a. e. on X0) by
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where is the complement of
A0

+
1

in X. Usingn-

Theorem 2. 6. 7, this can be written as an iterated integral

w(xY)dQY))dg )

X'
1

where w(xy)dc(y) is approximately equal to p(x) since the
X'

regions Ao, ' An_i are small. Thus for almost all
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(3. 1. 1) p(x) =xw(y)d(y)

It is shown in the next section that under certain conditions w can be

recovered from p by the equation

(3. 1. 2) w(x) = is(Y)Dxf)(04.(Y)

For the "physical interpretation" of p, notice that the probability

of finding a particle in eachA without regard to the

particles elsewhere in X, is

P A0Al
X' ) =

Ic
w(x)dga)(x)

n- 1 w

A X'
0 n- 1 co



(3. 1. 4)

X0x1 " xii_ I,

p(x - x )t a (.6 A )
0 n-1 0

is approximatelyapproximately equal to the probability of finding a particle in each

of A
0 An- l''

(3. 1.5)
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without regard to what happens elsewhere in X.

A third way of describing the probability measure P in terms

of a function on
Xw

is through the zero-density correlation function

II, defined by

(3. 1.3) i(x) w.(2.1c

w(0)

1

d w(0)

Substituting equation 3. 1. 4 into equation 3. 1, 3, we obtain

ri (X)W(X) -

For example, in equilibrium statistical mechanics, the Gibbs grand

canonical density function is obtained by normalizing

provided w(0) 4 0. To recover w from n we note, since

=P(X03)

X03

w dt = 1, that



11(x) = e-PH(x) (x)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and fa. , T are con-

stants.

To give a "physical interpretation" of ri, recall that for

almost all x0x x1 n-r

w(x0x1 ri(AO An-1)

is approximately equal to the probability of finding a particle in each
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of A0" n-1'
of finding no other particles in X is

P(Y0))= g w dt
Y

where Y = A + A. Since the regions A , " A , are
0 n-1 0 n-1

small,

oo

= .51yn Nvd n = w (0) +

n=1
yn wdt n

Yu) n=

is approximately equal to w(0). Thus for almost all

in X'',x0x1n- 1

and no other particles in X. The probability



w(x
1(3(0. 1)tn(AO ri- 1) - w(0)

is the conditional probability of finding a particle in each of

AO' An- l' under the condition that there are no other particles

present in X.

3. 2 The Subspace TL and Operator T

For a precise mathematical discussion of probability densities

and correlation functions, we shall introduce a special subspace It,

of

60

such that each probability density w belonging to yia

has a correlation function p, also belonging to /I. The transfor-

mation from w to p is effected by a linear operator T on T1,

given by the equation

(3. 2. 1) T(j)(x) = SDx4x(y)dt (y)

This operator has an inverse U, given by

(3. 2. 2) U(x) = (- 1) (y)Dx4)(y)dgto(y)

which allows us to obtain w from p compare with equations

3. 1. 1, 3. 1.2).
1To define ft, let z (ID denote the pointwise product



(z1 4)) (x) = z (x)4:1(x)

Then it is the set of all functions 4).1n(x ) such that for each

complex number z and all
xEXw,

the function z1
Dx4)

belongs

to

It is clear that yt, is a linear subspace of tl (X ). How-
w

ever, Y1, is generally not closed. To illustrate this, let us consider

the special case in which X is the unit interval, with Lebesgue

measure. We define a sequence of functions
{4)n}

by

then

4)n(x0x1 1) =

if 1 < k < n_

otherwise

Since 4an(x) = 0 if (x) > n, it is clear that 4:ne for each

61

n = 1, 2, . If we define 4) by

1)(x0x1 xk- 1)

0 if k = 0

(k- 1)! if k > 1
k+1



00 00

-4. 1 cig =
1 (k-1)!

k! k+1
d.k 1- k(k+1)

k=n+1 k=n+1
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Hence, 114)n-4) II - 0 as n on. Since 4) is clearly not a

member of YL, n. is not closed.

Now we define a linear operator T on Yt, by equation 3.2.1,

and establish

3.2.3 Theorem The operator T maps IL one-to-one

onto IL, and its inverse operator U is given by equation 3 2.2.

Proof: Let 4)It. By Theorem 2. 6. 5, (T4))op is defined

on
Xoa

by the equation

00

(T4))°1:1(x) =

m=0

Since for each mai),

1 C
P (x*Y)cit m(Y)m.

is a measurable function of x [4, §36, Theorem C1, it follows

that (TOop is )c-measurable. By Theorem 2. 6. 5, T4) is

;-measurable. Using Theorem 2.7.3, we see that D(T) is

measurable for all
xcX().

4"P(x Y)cl .m(Y)
1

m!
X



by Theorem 2. 6. 5, we obtain

Expanding the integral

s11z1(Y)D (TO(y)lcico =

00

lz
Lk!

k=0

00

n=0

k

X

(1+1z)
n!

1

00

1

n!
iz lk I 4)(xp(t)) I clt n(t)n-k)! k!

n=0 k=0

S(1+10'2 1Dx4:Idko,

This integral exists, since 4c11.. ; hence TcP.E

Now let H denote the linear operator on ,'j.1(X) defined by

H .4)(x) = (- (x)
4,(x)

(y)

,(xp(y-s))(g i(s) I dt k(y)

X

izik
I .4)(xp(t)) 14 k+j(t)k'

X 3

-

4)(xp(t)) I clt n(t)
n

X
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(i)(xYs) gco(s)ld (y)

It is clear that H maps n. into n. . From the definition of

00 00

k=0 j=



oo

k=0

(1+(-1))k
k!

(1)(xp(t))d k(t) = cj)(x)
° k

X

64U and T, we have

U =HTH

Hence by the above result, U maps yt into IL. Expanding

the expression

T(U)(x) = ,rDx(U.4)(y)dco(y) = S(-1)1(s)(1)(xys)d (s))d(

by Theorem 2 6. 5, we obtain

00 00

C --i)m C
( (i)(xP(Y* s))d rxi(s))d n(Y)

Z_, n. m!
n=0 X.n m0 m

CO 00

(-1)ni
Z.., m! J (1)(xp(t))d m+n(t)

n=0 m=0 Xm+n

where the interchange of integration and summation is justified by

the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Since this double sum

converges absolutely, we may write it as

co

k=0 m=0
k! (k-m)! m!

k! (-1)m cp(xp(t))dek(t)



By a similar calculation, we have U(T) = 4, which completes

the proof.

It turns out that T is not bounded as a linear operator on )(t.

To see this, consider again the special case when X is the unit

interval with Lebesgue measure, and define a sequence of functions

by

Id if n = k

.t.k(x0
x1)

0 otherwise

One finds that IITkJ = 2k and
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for all integers k 1.

It may appear that the conditions on the subspace IL are too

essential=

restrictive. First, -a does not contain the whole equivalence class

of each of its members. Furthermore, to determine the correlation

function almost everywhere, it is unnecessary for D wco to
x

exist for all x. This suggests that we replace P. by the larger

class ILI , consisting of all functions cl)c irL(Xc) such that for

each complex number z, z.e D (I) belongs to /(Xco) for almost

all, values of x In view of Theorem 2.6.11, it is clear that yu

does contain the equivalence class of each of its members.

However, Theorems 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 below show that there is no

essential gain in replacing rt. by )1'. Indeed it is not clear

I'dPk}

how one could define an operator on )1j corresponding to T. It



follows from the same two theorems, on the other hand, that T

induces a linear operator on the subspace N of equivalence

classes of members of IL , and that N coincides with the

corresponding space for Yu.

3. 2. 4 Theorem If cl), j E YU and 4) = Lp a. e. then for

almost all x,

D (1).3 =
x co

D

Proof: Let El' E be null sets in X that on their

complements, S D and LIJ d exist respectively.
x co

By Theorem 2.6. 11, there exists a null set E3
such that for all

XE X0) E3' Dx4) = DxL a. e. Hence the result holds on the

complement of the null set E = El + E2 + E3 .

3. 2. 5 Theorem If 4'c )11 then there exists a function

4)cfl. such that 4'=4;

Proof: If ,pe IT, the set Ez on which the integral

Dxip dko fails to exist is clearly increasing with Iz I; hence

the union of all the sets Ez
is equal to the countable union

E = (En: n £ CO)
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which is contained in a set of measure zero. Thus we have the

following alternative characterization of )1' : yt; consists of all

functions Crrt(X00) such that for almost all xc Xco, z D

belongs to11(X) for all complex numbers
o)

Let F be a null set such that on its complement,
A

z Dx4) c 1(X(0) for all z. By Theorem 2, 6. 3, the set G =
FX(J.)

has measure zero. We define (I) on
Xce

by

4)(x) =

if xe X G
C*)

0 if xe G

Clearly 4) is measurable and is equal to 4i a. e. We show

next that z Dx(13c li(X0.)) for all xcX0.) and all z.

Case 1. Suppose x belongs to G. Since GX0.) = G, we

have

D(y) = 0 for all y £ X0a

and the result is trivial.

Case 2. Suppose x belongs to X G. Using the fact

that IDx4)I _< IDx4, I and F = FX CG, we see that

z 'D4c11(X) for all z.

To conclude this section, we state the following simple facts
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about the product

(3. 2. 6)

(3. 2. 7)

(3. 2. 8)

=

z (4) * ) = (z cl)) * (z LI))

z F(D) = F(z cp)

and prove in the next theorem that the subspace rt, is closed under

the star product and the operator D.

3. 2. 9 Theorem (i) If cl)c IL then Dx(1)c'ft for all

X EX(0.

(ii) If (I), LP belong to n then 4 *LP also beiongs to n..

Proof: Since z D (D cp.) = z D 4), part (i) follows trivially.
y x yx

To show that cp'ettji crt,, we use Theorem 2. 3. 3 and equation 3. 2. 7

to obtain

1z1 Dx(4)*11, )1 < (J z' Duck z Dvq) 1: (u, v) c P2 (x) )

The result now follows from Theorem 2. 7.4.

3. 3 Induced Probability Densities and the Extension Property of
Correlation Functions

Returning to the discussion, started in §3. 1, about a random
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(3. 3. 1) P (A) = PX (A )
co

for each Ac LJ.. It follows with the help of Theorems 2. 1. 1,

2. 1. 2 that P is in fact a probability measure. Alternatively,

one can use the exponential law to factor the sample space X and
oa

the 6-algebra of events X.co into direct products YX Z and
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experiment whose outcomes are unordered sequences in a set X,

let Y be a measurable subset of X and Z be its complement

in X. Suppose we are only interested in observing what happens in

Y without regard to what happens elsewhere. Then the original

experiment induces a new experiment whose outcomes are points in

Y whose events are members of the if-algebra By

Theorem 2. 1. 1, each unordered sequence x EX(A) can be factored

uniquely into a product yz of unordered sequences y E Yu) and

z EZco. If x = yz represents the outcome of the original experi-

ment, then y represents the corresponding outcome of the induced

experiment. An event -4(,) occurs in the induced experiment if

and only if, in the above factorization, y EA. Thus the event A

in the induced experiment has the same interpretation as the event

AZco
in the original experiment.

li PX is the probability measure on .X.to corresponding to

the original experiment, then the probability measure P for the

induced experiment is given by the equation



7 0

14.co Xco . In this approach, each event A 14 in the induced

experiment has the same interpretation as the event A X Zco in the

original experiment, and equation 3. 3. 1 corresponds to the usual

"c ompatibility condition"

P (A) = PX (A X
Zo.))Y

between a probability measure on a product space and the induced

probability measure on the component spaces. We shall call P

the induced probability measure of P and refer to equation
X

3.3. 1 as the "compatibility condition" between Px and Py .

In the case when PX is absolutely continuous with respect

to the exponential measure .D 03, we have the following result:

3. 3.2 Theorem Let P be an induced probability measure

of PX as described above. If PX is absolutely continuous with

respect to 0) with probability density wx, then P is also

absolutely continuous with respect to
co,

and its probability density

is given a. e. on Y bywY

(3. 3.3) (x) wx(xy)d (y)

Proof: LetX E
denote the characteristic function of a set

E. By equ.ation 3. 3. 1 we have, for each A e



P(A) = Px(A SXAzco(x)w (x)4 (x)

Using Theorem 2. 6. 7, we write this as an iterated integral

xAZ())(yz)w(yz)d(z)
)4c1 (y)

Y Z
co co

From Theorem 2. 1. 1, we obtain the following identity for all

y Yco, z eZco:

XAZto
(Yz) = XA(Y) X (

Therefore the above iterated integral can be rewritten as

$ w (y-z)dco(z))d (y)

A Z(A)

and the result follows.

The probability density w is called the induced probability

density of wx, and equation 3. 3. 3 is referred to as the

"C ompatibility c ondition" between these probability densities.

The proof of the above theorem can be reversed to obtain:

3. 3. 4 Theorem Let Y be a measurable subset of X,
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and wx, WY be probability densities defined on X0) and Y

respectively. If wx, wy satisfy the compatibility condition

(3. 3. 3), then their corresponding probability measures P' P
X Y

satisfy the compatibility condition (3. 3. 1).

Now let Ytx and ny be the subspaces of1(Xo)
and t1(Y.) corresponding to the subspace n introduced in

§ 3.2.

3. 3. 5 Theorem Let wx be a probability density belonging

to n.X. Then the induced probability density

w (y) = DywXq
c.6

belongs to fly.

Proof: Since
Z(x)

C
Xco,

we have

w(y) = D w d < D w dty X c X to
X

co

By Theorem 3. 2.3 , the last integral, as a function of y, belongs to

nX. Hence its restriction to
Yu)

belongs to ny and the

theorem follows.
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Now consider the correlation functions p ,p correspondingX Y
to a compatible pair of densitiesw ,w It is intuitively clear,

X

from the "physical interpretation" of p given in §3. 1, that

should be equal to py almost everywhere on Y. This

extension property " is the reason why it is convenient to work

with correlation functions. A sharper result, together with its

converse, is obtained below by taking w ,w to be members ofX Y
resepctively, and

PX = TXwX' p = T w
Y Y Y

PX

where Tx TY are the operators on and fl correspond-

ing to the operator T of §3. 2.

3. 3. 7 Theorem Let wX
and wy be probability densities

on X Y to n..x and rt.y respectively.

Let p, p be the correlation functions given by equations 3. 3. 6.X Y
Then wx and w are related by equation 3. 3. 3 if and only if

Py is the restriction of
pX

to Y.

Proof: Suppose w ,w are related by equation 3. 3. 3. For
Y

each ye Y, we have

P(y) = wX(yz)4 (z)
X



By using Theorem 2. 6. 7, this may be written as

w crodg (u)
Y Z

co co
Y

which is equal to py(y). Now suppose py is the restriction of

to Y . Then for each yeYco, we have

w (Yz)dt (z) = (-1)1(t)Px(yzt)dtcp) )d (z)
Z X c° Z X

co CO CO

Using Theorem 2. 6. 7 to express ( - 1) (t)px(yzt)dyt) as an
X6)

iterated integral, we obtain

Z Z
(-1)1(11) (- l)e (v)px(yzuv)do)(v))d (u))dt ( )

co CO Yto

This has the form

D 40(0)

where TZ' UZ are the operators T, U for the subspace Z,

and (1) is defined on X

(1)(x) = (4)1(v)px(xv)d(v)
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p( x) =

P (x) if x EY
Y

0 otherwise

It is important to notice that we is itself a probability density on

75

Clearly 144)1 < TxpxE Ytx; hence Dy(PC fix for all yEXco .

Since Zco C X, the restriction of D ci) to Zo.) belongs to

CA)Henceby Theorem 3. 2. 3,

TZ(UZDyef))(0) = 4)(y) = (-1)1(v)pX(yv)olc...)(v)
Y(.0

Replacing px in the above integral by Py, we see that this is

equal to w (Y), which completes the proof.

Now suppose we are given a probability density wy on Y,

which may or may not be induced by a probability density on Xco. It

is often convenient to work with the extension of to X, de-
co

fined by

w (x) if x EY°

w. (x) =

0 otherwise

and with the extension of the corresponding correlation function,



Xco,
corresponding to an experiment in which no particles are

observed in X-- Y. Moreover, we have

3. 3. 8 Theorem If wy ny then we Ylx, and the

correlation function Txwy is equal to the extension py of

Proof: This follows immediately from the definitions of
e eand py, and the fact that xy e Yu) if and only if both x

wY

and y belong to Y.

3. 4 Urs ell Functions

The discussion of this section is motivated by that of Schwartz

[ 8, § 7 ]. As pointed out in §3. 1, the equilibrium state is usually

determined by specifying the zero-density correlation function

=
Ti

e . To calculate thermodynamic quantities, one is

interested in the logarithm of the "partition function" sr licico,

which appears in equations 3. 1. 4, 3. 1. 5. Using the functional

calculus of §2.4, we may introduce the Ursell function log 1 .

If this function is integrable, it follows from Corollary 2. 7. 6 that
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log S1d log 1dg03

which is useful in deriving the virial expansion.
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For a systematic theory of Ursell functions, let la+ denote

the class of all OE (1(X(0) such that 4(0) > 0. Taking the principal

branch of the logarithm, we define the corresponding Ursell function

, with 4i(0) real, by

= log 4), = exp

Regarding integrability, we have, by Theorem 2.7. 5,

3.4. 1 Theorem Suppose 4)e a+ is integrable. Then

= log 4) is integrable if 5I 4)143co< 24)(0).

In particular, log 1 is integrable ii w(0) = 1/ cridtco > .

The following counterexample shows that log 1 need not be
1integrable if w(0) < Let X be a singleton set } with total

measure 1, a be a positive number, and

I(log

i)(x) =
x = 0

(n-1)! (-1)n-ion if x = an, n= 1,2,

1(x) =

1

a

if

if

x = 0

x=_

0 otherwise

Then

Sidgco = 1 + a



((xy(1))*(xz(I)))(x) = X 43)( )(XzCI))(V) (LI, Nr) c P ( ) ) 0

since either x(u) = 0 or x(v) = 0 for all (u, v) E P
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and

log ri I do.) = an

n=1

which converges if and only if a < 1 .

An important property of Ursell functions is that vanishes

when (I) factors, in the following sense:

3.4.2 Ursell's Lemma Let Y, Z be a disjoint pair of sub-

sets of X, and d?ca.t. be such that (i)(yz) = 4'(y)4'( z) far all

y eY(4, z eZ . Then logigyz) = 0 for all y Oro), z eZ(4 such that

1(y) , 1(z) are both greater than zero.

Proof: Let x , x' and x be the characteristic
Y Z Y+Z

functions of Y,
Z(4,

and
(Y+Z)co,

respectively. We will show

first that

X (I)(x4))* (X?)Y+Z

Case 1. Suppose xi (Y+Z)co. Then (xy+z(j))(x) = 0 and



7 9

Case 2. Suppose xe(Y+Z)(4. By Theorem 2. 1. 1, x can be

factored uniquely as a product uv where ucYco
and

veZo.).

Thus the right member in the above sum consists of only one term,

namely,

43(u)14)(v)I(u)I(v)

Here I(x) = I(u)I( since u and v have no common factors,

so this is equal to 4)(u)4(v) = 4)(x). Taking logarithms, we obtain, by

equation 2. 5. 7,

log (xy+z4)) = log (xy.4)) + log x 4.)

It is easy to show that for all F e

xyF = F(x 4)

Hence,

x (log 4) = xY(log
4)) + x (log 4))

Y+Z Z

Now suppose x = yz with y cYco, z cZu) and i (y), 1(z)> 1. Then

(log 4,)(x) = x (log 43)(x) = x (log 0(x) + x (log 4)(x) = 0
Y+Z Y Z

The Ursell functions u = log w, = log p are often
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considered in addition to ri; in particular, it follows with the help

of equation 2. 5.4 that

log (w(0) ) = - log (S/Ac) if x = 0

(log w)(x) =

(log 1)(x) if 1( ) > 0

The next two results show that if either u or belongs to IL,

then all four functions w, p, u, belong to Y1, and r,= Tu.,

u = 11 , so the following "commutative diagrams" hold:

exp

log

exp

log log

U

exp

log



Therefore,

3.4.3 Theorem If 4)e Tt, then exp 14)c IL and

T exp = exp T,4), U exp .4) exp U.4)

Proof: It follows from Theorem 2. 5. 3 and equations 3. 2. 6,

3. 2. 8 that

z D (exp .4)) = (exp z (I) z D z D 4):1

k! x0 xk-1

V 1

Z, exP(z (1))1*

zDx(exp cico

) E Q(X) )- 1

z D c1)1* *1z1 D 4)1:
xk-0

xk_i) eQ"dto,

Now exp (z1 4)) is integrable by Corollary 2. 7. 6. Hence, in view

of Theorem 2. 7.4, this expansion is equal to

(1--(1T- exp(zi z Dx .4)1 dko Izi D (1)1 :

0
xic._

(x0' xk- EQ (x))

81
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so that zt
Dx

(exp 4)) is integrable. By a similar calculation for

the case when z = ± 1, together with equation 2. 5. 1 and the

identities

gexp 4)dko = exp (Tcf)(0)) , exp(( )d exp( U(0))

one obtains the remaining results.

3.4. 4 Corollary (i) If 1)(0), T4)(0) are both positive

and log 4)ci1, then 4)c n and T log cl) = log T cf.

(ii) If 4)(0), U43(0) are both positive and log CfrE IL , then

ci)c n and U log 4) = log U4).



CHAPTER 4

INFINITE SYSTEMS

4. 1 Heuristic Introduction

The work of this chapter applies to the statistical mechanics

of infinite gases, where the region R of configuration space is

infinite, and infinitely many particles may be present. Taking

X=RXE3 (or X = R) as in § 3. 1, we may adjoin to X

class Xco of infinite unordered sequences in X, in order to

admit events involving infinitely many particles. The resulting set

X = X + X(4, called the extended exponential of X, and the
SI co

corresponding measurable space X. = + j('), were con-
S2

structed by P.M. Prenter{ 5]. The statistical state of such an

infinite gas corresponds to a probability measure P on
SI

Our object is to examine some alternative ways of representing

these states in terms of functions on Xco, such as probability

densities or correlation functions similar to those discussed above,

and to establish conditions under which these representations are

valid.

To see how such representations occur, suppose the gas has

the property that each bounded subregion S of R will contain

only finitely many particles. 11 Y = SXE3 (or Y = S) is the
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corresponding subset of X, and 1..4- is the corresponding

0-algebra, a probability measure P on X. will induce a

probability measure P on which determines the state of

the gas in S, essentially as in §3. 3. It is intuitively clear and

has been proved by Carter and Prenter [ 2], that if the induced state

is given for each bounded subregion S, or even for an

appropriate increasing sequence {Sn} of subregions with limit R,

then the state P of the infinite gas is determined. If the induced

measures P are absolutely continuous with respect to the

exponential measure co, then the state P is represented by the

corresponding probability densities, extended to
XL)

as in
wY

§ 3. 3, and these form a family of functions on X . Of course, this
(A)

family must be compatible in the sense that if wy,wy, are two such

functions corresponding to subregions S,S' with S' S, then,

w,17 compatible with WY.

An alternative representation of P is given by the correlation

function. The compatibility of the densitieswY implies that the

correlation functions py = Twy have the extension property; that

is, if p pY' Y' correspond to subregions S, St with S' C S,

then py = py, a. e. Thus there should exist a single function p

defined on
Xco,

such that for each Y, p is equal to p a. e.

on Y. This "correlation function" p serves to represent the

statistical state P.



A third representation is in terms of the zero-density correla-

tion function defined as follows: Let {S :ne w} be an in-n

creasing sequence of bounded subregions with limit R, and wn

be the corresponding family of probability densities. If

111(x) = w(x)/w(0) is the zero-density correlation function for

Sn, then

(4. 1. 1) 1(x) = lim rIn(x)
00

provided this limit exists. This function has the same interpretation

as for finite regions: ri(x0x1 xn-1) (A
1

) is the conditional

probability of finding a particle in each of A0, A1,
1

under

the condition that there are no particles elsewhere in X.

In equilibrium statistical mechanics the function 1 is given

explicitly by

-(311(x)-T1 (x)

and one must use this function to determine properties of the infinite

gas. This is usually done by taking the limit of a sequence of finite

gases in regions Sn as above. If Xn = Sn X E3, xn is the

characteristic function of
(Xn)0.),

and = xnri, then the grand
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canonical state for Sn is given by the density function



(4. 1. 2) v(x) = (

or by the correlation function

(4. 1.3) = ST1(n)d

(4. 1. 5)

(4. 1. 6)

1 Dxii(n)do)

The correlation function for the infinite gas should be obtained as

the limit of this family; that is,

(4. 1.4) p(x) = lirn
CTn(x)n 00

Also, for each me co, the induced probability density of vn on

(X ) defined when n> m by

vm, (x) = x (x) xy)d (y)
n n w

(X "...X )n m

should approach the probability density W the infinite gas; i. e.

w (x) = lim vm, n(x)
n---00

Ruelle [6]has established the limit (4. 1.4) in a stronger form

86

(uniform convergence on compact sets) for the case of dilute gases in
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equilibrium, under suitable restrictions on the intermolecular poten-

tials, when R = E3 and Sn
is a sphere of radius n centered

at the origin.

This discussion of equilibrium statistical mechanics suggests

that zero-density correlation functions 1 may be used as repre-

sentatives for a more general class of states, with probability den-

sities w and correlation functions p determined essentially as

above. We shall introduce a class )4 of functions 1 which do

represent states in this way, where the limits (4.1. 1), (4. 1. 4), and

(4, 1, 6) hold in the1-sense on each (Xn)co
as well as in the

pointwise sense. Those equilibrium states treated by Ruelle are

included as a subclass. The relationship to be established between

the functions wn, p, and 1 is illustrated schematically by the

following diagram:

{Pn} = P



4.2 The Class 4

For the sake of generality, we take an arbitrary measure space

(X, X. , ), and consider an increasing sequence {Xn: ne 6.} of

measurable subsets, whose union is X. That is,

XmC Xn if m < n

and

(Xn:nEco) = X

We let xn be the characteristic function of the set (X ) , and
n

adopt the following notational convention: For each function

(frc C1-(X 4)(n) will denote the product x 4). Note that
co)

x(x)x(y) x(x)

(n)and if (1)E ti(X03) then 4) E 11. (Xco) .

Now consider the class consisting of all functions

Ti e -n1( X(0) such that

(i) > 0 and Ti (0) 7-- 1

) For each n co, the function Ti(n) belongs to IL
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and is bounded above by a measurable function g(x) such that

(n)gc for all n eco.

To show that )4- is an interesting class of functions, we will

show next that those equilibrium states considered by Ruelle [6 1

belong to )4. Let X = E3, and X be the sphere of radius

n, centered at the origin. After integrating out the momentum

part in the zero-density correlation function eHTI we obtain

/ -13 U
=11a e

where a is a parameter which determines the mean density of

particles, and U is the potential energy of the system. Ruelle

assumed a two-body central force potential , so that

U(xo 1) =

89

(iii) The integral -1
* Dx

exists for all xe Xto

0 < i< j<n-1

and placed the following restrictions on the potentials:

4 is a real-valued measurable function defined on [ 0, 00 ).

There is a number B> 0 such that for all xe X,

U(x) > (x)



(c) The integral

c (P) = I e (x)- 1 I at (x)

exists for some number p > o.

He then showed (see [7, equation 3.12] ) that for all m,nccD with

m> 1

m2PB+ 1m- 1 2PB+ 1 n
sup S I (11 l*Dx11 )(Y) I cln(y) <

(e )
( )

xe Xm

He further restricted ri through the condition

la c(g, ezp B+1 < 1

in order to obtain convergence of S I ri -1*DxiiId t (see [ 7, equa-

tion 4. 3 ] ). In fact, for each x e X() with / (x) > 1

,11(11 l*D 11)(01 n(Y) < I alm (e2P B+1 m-1 1

1 - aC(13 )e2p B+ 1

(see [ 7, equation 4. 4] ). Thus if we define a function on
X(.)

by

90



if x = 0

let/ (x)(e2f3 B+ 1) (x)- 1

1-GC(13 )e2PB+1
if x 0

The fact that

(b) as stated

91

above.

4. 3 The Limit Theorem

Associated with each Tic A-, we have the following functions:

the sequence of probability densities

v = ( 1_1(n)d

which belong to fl, by condition (ii) on )4 .

the corresponding sequence of correlation functions

= Tvn

which belong to n by Theorem 3. 2. 3 .

the probability densities vm, n
induced by vn on

(X ) when n> m :m o)

then g is clearly measurable and each g(n)t

Ti (n)E it, for all nc (J.) follows easily from condition



will refer to the functions just defined.
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v(x) = x (x) Dv c3m, n x n co

(X--Xn m)co

which belong to rt, by Theorems 3. 3. 5 and 3. 3. 8.

the function p defined by

p(x) = 1-11*Dx.rid

which will turn out to be the correlation function for the infinite sys-

tem, as discussed above. It will be shown that each p belongs

to fl.

the sequence of functions

wn = U p(n)

which will turn out to be the family of compatible probability den-

sities for the infinite system. These functions belong to by

Theorem 3.2.3.

Throughout this section, the symbols v , ffn, p, vm,n, and

4.3. 1 Theorem Let TIE 4. Then as 00



0- converges point-wise to

vm, n converges point-wise to vim

wn/wn(0) converges pointwise to 1

For each m w and x e Xw'

D 0-(CI rn) - Dxp(rn) I
dc,o

0J x n

D v - D w Id 0X m, n xm GO

SI Dxvvn(m)/ wn(0) - D (m)14ce 0

Furthermore, the sequence of functions {w :me w} forms a

family of compatible probability densities.

The proof is contained in the following list of propositions:

1. Let e al. Then for each n cc°,

(i) (.4)(
-1

n)) = (1)-1
(n)

Proof: (i) By definition,

(n) ( 1
(11) (4). ) Dx(I) x(x) (4,-*D)(n)
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WI)

Since xn(u) Xn(v) = Xn(uv) Xn(x), this sum can be written as

-
( 4:1) ( u )

1

cP 2
(v) : (u, v) (x ) ) = X(x) 1* (x) = 1* (x)

(n() -1 n)(ii) Using part (i), we write ((4) ) *Dx4) )(y) as

(n) -1
(u)l)(n)(xv) : (u, v)e P2(y)) = x(x)x&) (4) (u)4)(xv):(u,v

-1(n)
4) ) (x) = (u.)4,(u)xn(v)4,- 1 (v): (u, v) P ( ) )

2. For each new,

O(x) = Xn(x)

Proof: By definition,

= Xn(x)(4)-1*Dx4))(n)(y)

-1*Dx (11)

-1
ffn(x) = Tvn(x) = ( STI(11.)d 03) Snx n)dgo)

The second integral may be written in the form
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C(n) )x(x) Jr)

and the result follows.

3. As 00, we have

-1ri(n)* i(n) 41)
*Dxri

d

which, by Proposition 1, is equal to

(n) -1 (n)
xn(x) *en =It Dx )

Using condition (iii) on and Theorem 2.7.4, we see that this

expression factors into

( (ri
-1

D )(xi
)

(1) ffn converges pointwise to p

) For each me co and xe X

g I D ff(ni) Dp (m) Ix n

Furthermore, the limit Dxp(
) belongs to IL.
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Proof: By Proposition 2, we have

If(x) - p(x) I
-1

Xri(x) S(1-1* Dx1 ) (n)d - .id
co

Dx I

for all neck). Taking n sufficiently large so that x(x) = 1,

we write the right member as

-1)(1-1 14,..Dd I<SI -1111-1-1*D Tildgx'

which approaches zero by the Lebesgue dominated convergence

theorem. It follows that p is measurable and that D if con-x n
verges point-wise to Dxp for each xeX0). Using Proposition 2

again, we see that

I Dx0-n(m)(Y) I = I Xrn(xY) 1D*D dt
xy co

<rn(xy) I 1-1 *D ri I < xg-1
xy

Therefore, ID p < D g

by Theorem 3. 2. 9, Dxg(m) belongs to yti for all x E Xca.

Hence DP(m) belongs to n, , and part (ii) follows by the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.

4. For each me (1) and all integers n > m,

Sincence g belongs to yt,
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U 0-(m) =
Vrri, n

Proof: Taking Y= X , wX= vn, we find, in the nota-

tion of Theorems 3. 3. 7 and 3. 3. 8, that p
e

= 0-(m) and wY = vm, n.Y n

Thus Theorem 3. 3. 8 asserts that 0-(m) = T vm, n, which is equiv-

alent to U0-(m) =
Vm., n

5. we have

(ii) For each x EX,

Proof: By Proposition 4,

converges pointwise to wm.

xvm,n- D w Idx m

- win(x) I = I S (- (Y)Dx0-n(m)(Y)d (Y)

(Y)rn)
Y-1)D (i.3(y)

< I Dx(rn(ni (Y) - Dxf)(m)(Y) I d(Y)
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Proposition 3 states that this integral approaches zero as

Using Proposition 4 again, together with Proposition 2, we have

I D v ()Hx m,n S- z o-n( m)(xyz )d

Sxm(xyz)
-1

*D )(11)dt (01 dg w(z)xyz

xyz)dto(z) = g(m)(xy) =DxTg(rn) (y)

Since D Tg(m) belongs to IL , part (ii) follows from the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.

6. The sequence of functions {w :me w} forms a family of

then

probability densities, which are compatible in the sense that if in < n

w(x) =Xin(x)

(Xn-, Xm)w

D wx m

Proof: For each mew, it follows from Proposition 5
(m)that w > 0. Since p = Tw , we havem

w =Twm(0) = p(m)(0) = d
m

= I
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Thus Wm is a probability density. Finally, as a consequence of

Theorem 3.3.7, we see that the densities w are compatible in

the above sense.

7. As we have

Proof: By definition,

- (n)
vm, n( ) = xm(x) ( l(n)d)' Did

(X) (X(Xn^..Xm)(.0

Using Proposition 1 and Theorem 2. 7. 4, we write Dx
dg(n)

(X
n m)w

as the product

wn n(0) converges pointwise to

For each xeX

D w (m)/w (0) - Dtrnx ,n n I t, 0

-
x(x) ( 1(n)d)( *Dxrid

(X ^..X ) )
n mw n



Since i*dg = 1, we obtain

(X -'X )n m

v(x)rn, n -1-(x) 1-1 *D ridg
vm, n(0) m x 43

In the limit as , this becomes

wm(x)

wm(0) X (X)

(Xn)

.11_i *Did

Here (X X ) is decreasing with m to the limit X°.m

Hence,

w(x)m -1lirn
w (0)

- Dxri dg = 1 Dr (0)
moo m

By condition (i) on , this is equal to i(x). The proof for

part (ii) follows immediately from the inequality

D w (m)(x)x n.
I wn(0) <Xrn(X

-1 *D ri Idg < D g(m)(y)
XY 43 - X

and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.
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